
Jaipur Damask

physical properties:

 Width:  55/56” Finished Width: 54”

 Weight:  type ii, 20 oz/lin. yd.  Backing: Non Woven  
  626 Grams per lin. meter

 tear strength: 25 x 25 tensile strength: 50 x 55

 repeat: Drop match at 54” / Non-reversible hang
  54” horizontal match / 18” Vertical repeat

 Fire rated: class a / astm e-84-91 a tunnel test
  NFpa life safety code 101-6-5.3

  Flame spread - 15*     smoke Developed - 20*

  this test method is also published under the following designations:
  aNsi 2.5       NFpa 255       uBc 42-1        ul 723

  *the numerical flame spread rating referenced herein is not intended to reflect 
  hazards presented by this or any other material under actual fire conditions. arc-com 
  shall submit, upon request, a certificate of compliance that wallcoverings used  
  meet specifications and modifications outlined herein.

 mea
 acceptance: approved for use in the city of New york, Department of Buildings.

 Federal
 specifications: meets or exceeds requirements for type ii material for Federal specifications 
  ccc-W-408 a/c/D and cFFa-W-101-c. tested in accordance with test 
  procedures detailed in Federal specification ccc-t-191a.

perFormaNce Features:

 composition:  Free of cadmium, mercury and ozone-depleting chemicals.

 permeability: Vinyl wallcovering has little or no moisture permeability. if the design, construction or 
  maintenance of a building and / or other circumstances allow moisture to accumulate 
  in a wall or wall cavity, vinyl wallcovering can act as a vapor barrier restricting the 
  escape of moisture and increasing the risk of mold growth. mold and mildew are  
  naturally occurring and are present everywhere in nature. they need only water and 
  organic material (such as wood, paper or plant material) to feed upon and grow. Vinyl  
  wallcovering permeability can be increased through perforation and alternative  
  product constructions with varying degrees of increased permeability depending on 
  methods used. No wallsurfacing material will prevent mold growth if moisture  
  accumulation is permitted to occur. an experienced professional who is familiar with 
  building conditions and circumstances should be consulted concerning benefits and  
  limitations of vinyl wallcovering. arc- com Wallcoverings contain additives to resist
  mold and other micro-biological growth on the product. those additives, however, 
  will not prevent mold growth if moisture is allowed to accumulate behind the wall.

  For more information on wallcovering permeability and mold, arc- com recommends 
  that you visit www.wallcoverings.org.
 
 Naturals: the subtle variations exhibited in designs that are replications of natural materials are 
  a natural inherent characteristic and expected beauty of these designs.

 Warranty: 5 year limited Warranty on manufacturing Defects.

 installation: Detailed arc-com installation instructions are enclosed with each bolt.

  to order a sample, to check stock / delivery, or to place an order, please call
  arc-com headquarters or one of the showrooms listed.
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